This is a legal agreement ("Agreement") between the user of the Specification (either an individual or an entity) ("You"), and Adobe Systems Incorporated ("Adobe") (collectively the "Parties"). If You want a license from Adobe to implement the RTMP Specification (as defined below), You must agree to these terms. This is an offer to be accepted only on the terms set forth in this Agreement. You accept these terms by accessing, downloading, using, or reviewing the RTMP Specification. Once accepted, Adobe grants You the license below, provided that You fully comply with these terms. If You do not agree to these terms, then You are not licensed under this Agreement. If You attempt to alter or modify these terms, then the offer is no longer valid and is revoked.

The RTMP Specification provides a protocol for high-performance streaming transmissions of audio, video, and data content between Adobe Flash Platform technologies. We offer this license to encourage streaming rich content via the RTMP protocol.

The RTMP Specification may not be copied, photocopied, reproduced, translated, or converted to any electronic or machine-readable form in whole or in part without written approval from Adobe. Notwithstanding the foregoing, upon acceptance of the terms of this Agreement, You may print out one copy of this manual for personal use provided that no part of this manual may be printed out, reproduced, distributed, resold, or transmitted for any other purposes, including, without limitation, commercial purposes, such as selling copies of this documentation or providing paid-for support services.

Definitions
"Compliant Implementation" means the portion of an application, product, or service that defines, creates or processes data compliant with the requirements expressly stated in the RTMP Specification.

"Essential Claim" means a claim of a patent that is necessarily infringed in order to achieve a Compliant Implementation. A claim is necessarily infringed only when there is no technically reasonable way to avoid infringement of that claim when following the requirements of the Specification to make a Compliant Implementation.

"RTMP Specification" means the specifications found at http://www.adobe.com/devnet/rtmp/. Only the RTMP Specification published by Adobe will be considered the RTMP Specification for purposes of this Agreement. Any specification not published by Adobe or one that incorporates the RTMP Specification in part, in whole or by reference shall not be considered the RTMP Specification for purposes of this Agreement.
**Patent License**
Upon your acceptance of these terms, Adobe grants You a non-exclusive, royalty-free, non-transferable, non-sublicensable, personal, worldwide license under Adobe’s Essential Claims to make, have made, use, sell, offer to sell, import and distribute Compliant Implementations.

**Prohibited Uses**
The rights and licenses granted by Adobe in the RTMP Specification, including those granted in the Patent License, are conditioned upon Your agreement to use the RTMP Specification for only streaming video, audio and/or data content and not to make, have made, use, sell, offer to sell, import or distribute: (i) any technology that intercepts streaming video, audio and/or data content for storage in any device or medium; or (ii) any technology that circumvents technological measures for the protection of audio, video and/or data content, including any of Adobe’s secure RTMP measures. No right or license to any Adobe intellectual property is granted for such prohibited uses.

**Defensive Suspension**
If You assert, threaten to assert, or participate in the assertion of a lawsuit, proceeding, claim or similar action directed either (i) against any other person or entity, including Adobe, claiming that a Compliant Implementation infringes a patent, or (ii) against Adobe, claiming that any Adobe product infringes a patent, then Adobe may at its discretion terminate all license grants and any other rights provided under this Agreement to You.

**Reservation of Rights**
All rights not expressly granted herein are reserved.

**Trademarks**
Adobe, ActionScript, and Flash are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe and may be registered in the United States or in other jurisdictions including internationally. Other product names, logos, designs, titles, words, or phrases mentioned within this publication may be trademarks, service marks, or trade names of Adobe or other entities and may be registered in certain jurisdictions including internationally. No right or license is granted to any Adobe trademark.

**Third-Party Information**
This guide contains links to third-party websites that are not under the control of Adobe, and Adobe is not responsible for the content on any linked site. If You access a third-party website mentioned in this guide, then You do so at Your own risk. Adobe provides these links only as a convenience, and the inclusion of the link does not imply that Adobe endorses or accepts any responsibility for the content on those third-party sites. No right, license or interest is granted in any third party technology referenced in this guide.
No Warranty
THE RTMP SPECIFICATION AND THE LICENSES GRANTED ABOVE ARE PROVIDED “AS IS” SUBJECT TO CHANGE BY ADOBE WITHOUT NOTICE, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. NOTHING IN THIS DOCUMENT SHALL BE CONSTRUED AS A COMMITMENT BY ADOBE INCLUDING A COMMITMENT FOR MAINTENANCE OF ANY ADOBE PATENT, A WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION AS TO THE VALIDITY OR SCOPE OF ANY ADOBE PATENT, AN AGREEMENT TO PROTECT OR COOPERATE WITH ANY PARTY OR TO BRING OR PROSECUTE ACTIONS AGAINST ANY PARTY, OR A GRANT OF ANY RIGHT UNDER ANY ADOBE PATENT CLAIM OTHER THAN AN ESSENTIAL CLAIM. ADOBE SHALL HAVE NO DUTY TO INDEMNIFY, HOLD HARMLESS OR DEFEND YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FROM AND AGAINST ANY LOSS, DAMAGE, LAWSUITS, PROCEEDINGS, CLAIMS OR SIMILAR ACTIONS THAT ARISE OR RESULT FROM THE USE OF THE RTMP SPECIFICATION OR THE DEVELOPMENT, USE, MANUFACTURE, OFFER TO SELL, SALE, IMPORTATION, OR DISTRIBUTION OF ANY COMPLIANT IMPLEMENTATION.

Limitation Of Liability.
ADOBE SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES ARISING FROM OR RELATED TO THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR SPECIAL DAMAGES EVEN IF ADOBE HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES IN ADVANCE.

Governing Law
This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with, and all disputes hereunder shall be governed by, the laws of the State of California. The Parties consent to exclusive jurisdiction and venue for any dispute hereunder in San Jose, California.